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Air transport in crisis and the climate challenge: towards new paradigms

FOREWORD

On 11 and 12 March 2021, the Air and
Space Academy (Académie de l’air et de
l’espace – AAE) organised a conference
entitled “Air transport in crisis and the
climate challenge – towards new
paradigms”, under the chairmanship of
Violeta Bulç, former Transport commissioner at the European Commission.
This opinion results directly from discussions that took place at this conference
and subsequent work carried out internally by AAE.
We wished this conference to stand out
from the numerous symposia and forums
focusing on the energy transition of air
transport in three respects, by:
• addressing the issue of decarbonisation of air transport without taboos or
concessions, involving stakeholders
from outside the aviation world;
• giving a voice to the younger generation, with a particular emphasis

on cooperation with training organisations (live broadcast to a dozen
schools and training institutes), a
cooperation which will be pursued in
the future;
• hearing the views expressed by representatives of continents other than
Europe, sometimes reflecting very
different priorities and thus underlining the importance of the international
dimension in this debate.
For the presentation of this opinion, we
have retained the structure of the conference and made recommendations as
follows:

1. Climate issues for air
transport
Debate is needed on effort-sharing for
decarbonising the air transport sector,
both with regards to other sectors of
activity and within the sector itself, with
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any changes implemented at the global
level. AAE recommends that public and
private players join forces to create an to
create an observatory, a body for
monitoring global efforts to reduce
the carbon emissions generated by
air transport, in order to work on the
basis of universally recognised, credible
and transparent premises (Rec.1).

2. Technological choices
on a level with
ecological ambitions
AAE considers that technological innovation will be the preferred means of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions
from aviation. Taking into consideration
the different technical constraints – in
particular those related to flight safety –
the need to develop interoperable
solutions at international level, the complexity of fuel distribution infrastructure
deployment, the need for continuity in
transitional solutions and the urgency of
initiating new processes, AAE recommends that the States henceforth
provide massive support for a
European industrial synthetic alternative fuel sector (PtL – power to liquid),
bearing in mind that a number of industrial projects are already in the pipeline
(Rec.2).
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Whilst placing the necessary emphasis
on the PtL option, which seems
promising for air transport as a whole,
the AAE suggests that the industry and
the States concerned support the exploration of other solutions in a balanced
way, taking full account of their feasibility
at the global level (Rec.3).
Finally, it is recommended that both
industry and the supporting States
maintain and increase their efforts to
introduce innovations into current
technologies with the goal of reducing
fuel consumption (Rec.4).

3. Incentives at the level of
carriers and infrastructure
managers
Leaving aside authoritarian solutions
aimed at decreasing air transport (an
admission of failure before other
solutions have even been tried), it is
undoubtedly possible to set up more
fuel-efficient air transport policy incentives. Airlines have already implemented
fuel-saving strategies in their own
interest, but they could be further
encouraged to adopt operational
practices, service strategies or commercial policies that prioritise reducing consumption. Although sometimes referred
to as re-regulation, it is not a question of
reverting to the regulations of 50 years
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ago, but of establishing a number of
rules or incentives to encourage lower
emissions. This is why AAE recommends
that States and the International Civil
Aviation Organization convene a new
Air Transport Conference (Rec.5) in
Montreal charged with defining this new
policy at the global level. Effective
measures in the short term would include
notably that of States implementing an
ambitious policy to incorporate sustainable aviation fuels (Rec.6) without
waiting for the ideal PtL.
In the field of air navigation, AAE
suggests that service providers raise
staff awareness as to the climate issues
involved in their jobs (Rec.7). It makes
no recommendations regarding air traffic
management (ATM), but is aware of the
emissions issues involved in this branch
of activity. An in-depth study of the
evolution of air traffic control in Europe is
underway and will be the subject of
further recommendations.
AAE encourages airports to pursue their
policy of reducing emissions and to
prepare resolutely for future technological developments (Rec.8). It also recommends that land transport authorities
develop quality city-airport links to
reduce the proportion of private vehicles
used for this purpose (Rec.9).

4. The need for effective
international
harmonisation
As the current health crisis shows, there
are sectors where international coordination is necessary in order for steps to
be effective. Air transport, naturally
focused on long distances, is one such
sector. Technical interoperability is
necessary for obvious safety reasons,
but so is a certain degree of political harmonisation in a globalised economy.
This is the role of the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO), created
by the Chicago Convention (1944). The
ICAO was also given the task of defining
a global policy to combat climate change
by the Kyoto Protocol (1997). The
difficult compromise between the
Chicago principle of non-discrimination
and the Kyoto principle of common but
differentiated responsibility, incorporated
into the Paris Agreement, is slowing
down progress and reducing its scope.
AAE recommends that States – and in
particular France which will take over the
presidency of the European Union in the
first half of 2022 – forge a strong political
initiative ahead of the 41 st ICAO
Assembly (September 2022) in order to
integrate the fight against climate
change into the basic principles of
ICAO (Rec.10). Without a strong, urgent
political impetus, there is a risk this
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Assembly will come to only limited
decisions.
Among the decisions expected from the
41st ICAO Assembly is the adoption of a
long-term target for emissions from international aviation. ICAO must also adapt
its working structures and decisionmaking processes to meet the need for
rapid adoption of standards and recommendations for the implementation of
new technologies that will reduce
emissions. The Academy therefore
recommends that European States and
institutions lobby the ICAO Assembly
and Council for a thorough reform of
the organisation (Rec. 11).

5. What air transport for the
future: a necessary
dialogue between
citizens
Air transport is the only economic sector
that has taken the decision to regulate
its emissions at the global level. It is
determined to go much further and
approach “net zero emissions”. The
technological innovations that will be
developed by aviation will benefit other
sectors too. Just as international air
transport has risen to the challenge of
safety (fewer than 1,000 deaths per
year), there is every reason to believe
that it will rise to the challenge of
combating climate change. However, it
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is having difficulty convincing the various
stakeholders of its technological
projects; some attribute to it a share of
emissions far in excess of reality, others
see only one solution: to force it into
negative growth.
In this context, the Air and Space
Academy considers that the question of
the social utility of air transport should
be addressed directly and in a balanced
way. It is true that 1 % of the world’s
population emits 50 % of the total CO 2
from air transport. Just as 1% of the
population holds half of the world’s
wealth. This observation relates to the
functioning of our societies. The question
of the climate impact of air transport
deserves to be addressed calmly and
rationally.
What is the purpose of air transport?
What is its social utility? Could we do
without it? The sociologists we asked
suggest some avenues for reflection:
travel is an instrument of both individual
and collective development. But the perception is different depending on whether
we are in developed countries with alternative means of transport or in remote
areas or countries whose economy relies
on air services. Reflections on the uses
of air transport are necessary.
AAE recommends the creation of a
forum on the uses of aviation, which
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could be European (Rec.12). This
forum should bring together all stakeholders, from both inside and outside the
sector, citizens and public authorities,
with the broad involvement of the
younger generation. This initiative could
be taken by a European institution, for
example the European Parliament.

*****
The Air and Space Academy is publishing this opinion with the sole aim of
defending the general interest. It is ready
to pursue this work in cooperation with
the various players who wish to
do so.

The President of the Air and Space Academy
Michel WACHENHEIM
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Create an observatory for monitoring
efforts to reduce the carbon emissions generated by air transport,
involving all stakeholders from the air
transport sector as well as representatives from other sectors. The aim of
this initiative would be to put a stop to
the “numbers war”, provide objective
information (including all impacts)
and keep track of all technological,
political, industrial, economic and
sociological developments. It is
important to ensure this observatory
is a neutral undertaking with global
reach and a collegial approach.
2. Without delay, set up a European
industrial supply chain for synthetic
Power to Liquid (PtL) fuels using
green hydrogen and CO2 captured
from the atmosphere, supplied by
renewable or nuclear energy.
3. Whilst placing the necessary emphasis on the PtL option, which appears
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promising for air transport as a whole,
support the exploration of other solutions in a balanced way, taking full
account of their feasibility at the
global level.
4. Pursue and boost incremental and
disruptive European efforts with
regard to the energy efficiency of
aircraft.
5. Put in place new national and international regulations that encourage airlines to aim for significant fuel
savings. The business models of airlines which practice dumping by
exploiting subsidies, leading to an
artificial increase in demand, should
no longer be tolerated. These rules
should be drawn up at an air transport
conference held by the ICAO.
6. Implement a much more ambitious
policy focused on the progressive
incorporation of sustainable aviation
fuels without waiting for the ideal PtL
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to emerge. Fuel taxes should only be
used as a last resort, to avoid taking a
step backwards with regard to widespread access to air transport for all.
7. Concerning the training of air navigation personnel, who are the future
ATM players: make sure they have a
clear understanding of the impact of
their profession on the climate, in the
same way as they are required to
understand safety, security, air traffic
flows and noise pollution.
8. Roll out all possible means of
lowering emissions at airports, and
anticipate the consequences of
technological breakthroughs on the
way airports operate and the facilities
they offer.
9. Develop high-quality public transport
for city centre-airport connections,
with the goal of drastically reducing
the proportion of private vehicles
used for those journeys.
10. Support international governance of
civil aviation through strong political
leadership ahead of the 2022 ICAO
Assembly, making the fight against
climate change a basic principle of
the Chicago Convention. This political decision should integrate the
principle of joint yet differentiated
responsibilities, thereby providing for

measures to be applied in accordance
with local situations and sensitivities.
11. Have national governments adopt a
long-term carbon reduction objective for air transport at the 41st ICAO
assembly to be held in Montreal in
2022. This assembly should urge
the ICAO council to take further
steps towards making the organisation’s structures and decisionmaking processes more effective,
to speed up the publication of new
standards aimed at combating
climate change, encouraging the
use of innovative technology and
motivational regulation systems.
12. In the form of a European forum on
aviation uses, provide a springboard
for dialogue between citizens, industry stakeholders, environmental
movements and public authorities,
with a strong focus on the younger
generations, with the goal of constructing a shared vision of the social
utility of air transport in its different
forms, and developing an understanding of the ways in which we can
progressively reduce the industry’s
carbon footprint, in line with other
human activities. This forum, which
needs to be linked to political
action, could be taken up by one of
the European institutions – the
Parliament, for example.
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1- FOR FAIR, EQUITABLE
EFFORT-SHARING

I.1. Global warming stakes
Since the onset of the industrial revolution, human activities have been
modifying the balance of the climate
system by increasing the atmospheric
concentration of greenhouse gases:
CO2, methane, nitrous oxides. Effective
radiative forcing (ERF) measures in
watts / m 2 the disequilibrium in the
Earth’s energy balance and its contribution to global warming in the upper
atmosphere.
Some of the radiation re-emitted by the
Earth no longer goes into space but
accumulates in the climate system,
warming the air, water and ground and
leading to the melting of glaciers into the
oceans which thus absorb year after
year a significant amount of energy, well
over the total primary energy consumed
per annum in the world by humans.
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A world 1.5 degrees warmer is now inevitable given the inertia of the climate
system. Warming will continue, regardless of future emission reduction trajectories. In order to keep warming below
2 degrees, in line with commitments
made in the Paris Agreement, carbon
neutrality (or net zero emissions, i.e. not
emitting more CO 2 than is taken out of
the atmosphere) will have to be reached
on a global scale by 2070, and by around
2050 for developed countries.

I.2. Air transport stakes
In 2018, annual CO2 emissions from the
aviation sector represented about 2.4 %
of global emissions. Despite technological progress, the growth of air transport
is such that this share is increasing. The
cumulative effect of CO2 emissions since
1940 is ongoing and, over the last 20
years, amounts to 50 % of all emissions
since the beginnings of aviation.
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In this context, what are the stakes for
the aviation sector?
1. Emission mitigation stakes
In addition to the effects of CO 2
emissions, which almost doubled
between 1990 and 2018, one also
has to factor in the effects of nitrogen
oxide emissions, induced contrails
and cirrus clouds, and cloud-seeding particles. The combined CO 2
and non-CO 2 effects of global
aviation accounted for 3.5% of the
effective global anthropogenic
radiative forcing in 20111. Assuming
a large increase in air traffic, as
predicted before the pandemic
crisis, emissions could increase by a
factor of two or more in absolute
terms by 2050, if fuels similar to
current jet fuel are used (although,
depending on how they are
developed, some of these could
have offsetting effects).
2. Technological stakes
In recent decades, the aeronautical
industry has introduced some very
significant innovations, particularly
in terms of engine performance, but
these are not enough to meet new
1. Ref. “The contribution of global aviation to
anthropogenic climate forcing for 2000 to 2018”
in Atmospheric Environment Journal n°244, 2021
– D.S. Lee + 20 authors

climate goals. New disruptive innovation is needed in both aircraft
design and sustainable aviation
fuels.
3. Adaptation stakes
These are related to the changing
characteristics of the atmosphere in
a warmer climate, with an impact on
takeoff conditions as well as
increased turbulence phenomena.
This may result in changes to
airframe strength regulations and
restrictions on cargo loads, flight
durations and numbers of permitted
flights, as well as affecting airport
infrastructure.
4. Stakes related to tourism and
services to remote regions
The attractiveness of different tourist
areas could be impacted as well as
the accessibility of remote regions.
More generally, widespread access
to air transport for all could be called
into question, with the associated
societal consequences.
5. Competitive stakes within the
transport sector
Since the air sector represents about
11 % of direct emissions from the
transport sector, a clear comparison
of the characteristics of the different
modes is an important economic and
commercial issue. This concerns
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operational aspects, building
suitable infrastructure, costs, safety
and intermodality.
6. Climate policy governance stakes
Domestic flights come under
the commitments made by the
various countries under the Paris
Climate Agreement, whereas international flights, which account for
two thirds of emissions, fall within
policy decided at the level of
the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO). This reinforces
the need for a holistic approach at
global level, making any approach
based on a carbon budget per
country unfeasible.
7. Stakes in terms of offset
strategies
The CORSIA system chosen by
ICAO will have to demonstrate real
efficiency and compatibility with trajectories leading to the “net zero
emissions” goal.
8. Communication and perception
stakes
It is difficult to form an opinion in the
current media free-for-all that tends
to lead to caricatured and even paradoxical stances, such as “flight
shaming”, a phenomenon that
tarnishes the image of a sector
which has made an undeniable con-
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tribution to the development of
humanity for more than a century
and can still be a source of dreams
for new generations. Communication
strategies set in place by the profession have not really succeeded so
far in building an objective debate.

I.3. How to share out
the effort?
All these issues need to be addressed
holistically, taking into account aspects
specific to each sector, whether industrial, economic, political, cultural or
societal. Air transport is one of the most
sensitive topics in the public mind and
can only be approached globally, especially since perception of the air transport
question differs from one continent or
country to another, as demonstrated by
the discussions at the conference
organised by the Air and Space
Academy.
Air transport must maintain and increase
its R&D efforts to remain at the forefront
of innovation, and should collaborate
with other sectors to better synchronise
and distribute efforts, since some
industry sectors may be more difficult to
decarbonise than others.
This effort-sharing must take into
account the diversity of local situations
in the different regions of the world, as
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well as the respective capabilities of the
different sectors of activity in terms of a
decarbonisation timetable. The issue is
therefore more complex than simply allo-

cating a carbon budget according to
respective proportions within the global
volume of emissions. It needs to be
debated at the international level.

RECOMMENDATION:
1. Create an observatory for monitoring efforts to reduce carbon emissions
generated by air transport, involving all stakeholders from the air transport
sector as well as representatives from other sectors. The aim of this
initiative would be to put a stop to the “numbers war”, provide objective
information (including all impacts) and keep track of all technological,
political, industrial, economic and sociological developments. It is
important to ensure this observatory is a neutral undertaking with global
reach and a collegial approach.
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2- FOR TECHNOLOGICAL CHOICES
ON A LEVEL WITH ECOLOGICAL
AMBITIONS

Aeronautical research has always
focused on three major goals: flight
safety, pollution mitigation and fuel consumption. This last point is vital in a
context of fierce global competition,
where technical gains immediately
translate into economic savings. Fuel
consumption per passenger has been
reduced by a factor of four over the past
50 years, and aircraft and engine manufacturers have the means to make further
significant reductions in the next two
decades. However, global growth being
what it is (and even if it were to stagnate),
these savings alone would not bring the
CO2 and non-CO2 climate impact of air
transport in 2050 down to the level
initially targeted by the industry – 50 %
of 2005 emissions – let alone to that
currently recommended by climatologists, i.e. close to zero.
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II.1. Technology can provide
solutions: how and
when?
Factors common to all types of effect
(CO2, contrails, NOx, etc.) are: traffic,
distance travelled and fuel consumption per passenger-kilometre.
The rejuvenation of current fleets,
continued progress in aircraft and engine
design (Open rotor, hybridisation, aerodynamics, weights, manufacturing techniques, etc.), and air traffic optimisation
could yield cumulative emission reductions
of over 40 % in 2050, at current levels of
traffic and fuel. But whatever the alternative to fossil fuel, the energy to be
embarked will be more expensive than
current kerosene. Reducing consumption,
therefore, will not only be good for the
climate, but must be pursued if we wish to
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preserve access to air transport for as
many people as possible (today nearly
one billion people fly at least once a year).
It will also be crucial – in aviation as
elsewhere – in limiting increasing recourse
to non-fossil primary energies, whose
necessary growth represents an enormous
challenge at the global level.
Greenhouse effects of CO2 or “how to
fly other than with fossil fuel?”
Three technologies are mainly referred to
in the field of transport: batteries, hydrogen
and non-fossil hydrocarbons, all produced
of course from renewable energy sources
or materials.
• Batteries are well adapted to land
transport, but not to aircraft: the energy
needed for a flight such as an A 320
Paris-Toulouse would require batteries
weighing more than the aircraft itself.
Energy per kilogram would have to be
reduced by a factor of 10 (Lithium-Ion
pack 0.15 kWh / kg, hopes for LithiumSulphur 0.40 kWh / kg). No technical
opening is in sight, so only either very
short or highly specific flights can be
envisaged and indeed are already
under experimentation (trainer aircraft,
motor glider, flying taxi...). Beyond that,
consideration is being given to their use
on small short-haul aircraft: 30-40 seats
with a 500 km range or 9 seats with a

1,000 km range. The resulting impact on
total aviation emissions is marginal.
• Hydrogen (gaseous, produced from
renewable energy and not, as today,
from fossil fuels) is a tempting fuel
at first sight: its mass energy is higher
than that of kerosene and its use in
modified turbojets does not seem to
pose any insurmountable problems.
Moreover, for small aircraft, the use
of fuel cells and electric engines is
envisaged. The problem is its extremely
low density: 3,000 times less dense
than kerosene for the same energy.
Land transport is able to cope with
this by compressing the gas to several
hundred atmospheres. It thus remains
cumbersome and heavy (the highpressure tank is much heavier than
the hydrogen it contains) but the
energy/weight ratio is ten times higher
than for batteries. It can therefore
be envisaged for short-haul flights
(500 km to 1,000 km). To go further,
for flights of over 1,500 km which are
responsible for 80 % of emissions,
some players are thinking of using
hydrogen in liquid form (at -253°C), as
in space launchers.
• Liquid hydrogen: here we are entering
another dimension. A space launcher
is designed around its liquid hydrogen
tank which, since it is filled at the last
moment, has neither the structure nor
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the indispensable insulation required
in an aircraft environment where it will
be “shaken” and cold for months and
not minutes. It is not possible to stock
it in the wings like kerosene. And even
in liquid state, it is still not very dense
and therefore almost as bulky as gas at
700 bars, not to mention its thick insulation... The ancillary systems to manage,
vaporise and compress this boiling
hydrogen and deliver it to the engines,
under safety conditions that are much
trickier than for kerosene, will require
a long development and much testing
before they can be demonstrated to
meet all standards, especially safety
standards. And if a hydrogen solution
(gaseous or liquid) is developed,
adequate refuelling solutions will have
to be installed in advance at all the
world’s airports, which will coexist
for 15 to 25 years with the kerosene
system, once again with the required
safety levels (cf. the drastic precautions
taken at Kourou for Ariane 5). Finally,
it has not been demonstrated that the
energy efficiency of liquid hydrogen,
from primary renewable energy source
to passenger-kilometre transported,
can compete with that of the synthetic
fuels mentioned below. After production, it will be necessary to take into
account the energy cost of liquefaction
(30 %), storage and transport losses,
on-board losses (continuous evapora-
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tion), vaporisation and compression for
delivery without icing to the engines,
and finally the additional consumption
for a given payload, since the aircraft,
with its huge tank, will be much larger.
It is clear from the outset that neither
medium-haul, nor especially long-haul
aircraft will be able to integrate such
technology. Finally, even if all these
obstacles were to be overcome, the
introduction of such aircraft and the
associated logistics would still only have
a small impact on the CO2 balance of
aviation in 2050, a time factor that is
essential.
• Synthetic fuels: “first generation”
biofuels. We will not dwell on these
fuels, which are limited in volume, not
all as “ecological” as one might expect,
and in competition with land use (food,
deforestation, etc.). The European
Union now limits their use to 7 % in
transport fuels.
• Synthetic fuels: “second generation”
biofuels or BtL (Biomass to Liquid).
These do not use oilseeds or sugars
but lignocellulose provided by forestry
waste, straw and certain dedicated
fast-growing crops. They are more
expensive today than first generation
biofuels and their production methods
are not yet fully stabilised. In their initial
versions, the yield per hectare is three
times that of rapeseed oil, but it is still
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only around 4,000 litres of BtL / ha / year
(0.4 l / m²). Germany has been investing
in this sector for more than ten years;
the first pilot plant was inaugurated in
2008. In France, the BioTfueL project
will soon lead to an industrial pilot.
These projects or pilots are based on
thermo-chemical technology requiring
little external energy input. Variants
known as E-BtL, under study worldwide,
introduce “green” hydrogen into the
reaction, thus using the dry matter more
efficiently as a carbon supplier and
tripling the amount of BtL for the same
lignocellulose consumption. This brings
us closer to the next step, the PtL.
• Synthetic fuels: e-fuel, or PtL (Power
to Liquid). This solution offers real
prospects. Carbon dioxide is extracted
from the air (“Direct Air Capture” or
DAC), water (H 2O) is electrolysed
and their carbon and hydrogen atoms
combined to make synthetic oil. When
the latter burns, it returns the previously captured CO2 to the atmosphere with the result that, provided the
entire operation is done with the help of
renewable energies, the use of PtL is
neutral in CO2 emissions. Energy efficiency, from the primary energy source
to the energy contained in the PtL, is
60 to 70% from CO2 and H2O in coelectrolysis with the SOEC (Solid Oxide
Electrolyser) process at 80 bars and
700°C. The energy needed to capture

atmospheric CO 2 would come from
the recovery of “free” heat lost in coelectrolysis. Thus, based on the yield
of European photovoltaic power plants,
we would obtain 8 to 10 litres of PtL per
year per square metre of power plant. A
major advantage of the process is also
its very low water consumption: 1.4 litres
of water per litre of PtL. The process is
currently at a pre-industrial level but no
large-scale plant is yet in operation.
Conclusion
Given that the processes and yields from
primary energy sources do not seem to
give a decisive advantage to liquid
hydrogen over PtL, and that refuelling
issues would postpone the first CO 2
savings to the end of the half-century, one
might question the magnitude of the effort
to be made on a path with such an
uncertain outcome, diverting funding and
design offices from the work that is
essential to reduce fuel consumption as
mentioned above. Credible ways exist
today to fly with first a gradual, then a
drastic reduction in CO 2 emissions
(100 % in the long term?) using BtL and
PtL (these also come under the heading of
SAF – Sustainable Aviation Fuels – with
the risk of confusion with first generation
biofuels). The land surfaces to be used,
essentially agricultural and very large for
BtL, partially artificial but 10 to 25 times
smaller for PlT, are significant but not
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necessarily a deterrent compared to those
devoted to first generation biofuels for
automobiles today.
These fuels are virtually free of so-called
“aromatic” components and sulphur, which
differentiates them somewhat from current
jet-fuels and could give them a considerable advantage in terms of non-CO2 effects.
Eight of them are ASTM (American Society
for Testing and Materials) certified, at a
maximum 50 % blend with current
kerosene. Engine manufacturers (e.g.
Rolls-Royce at the recent AAE conference)
seem confident that they will eventually be
used at 100 %.
It seems clear to us that the possibility of
blending fuels can, in the next few decades,
support a ramp-up in the production and
incorporation of SAFs (BtL and / or PtL). All
flights, from short- to long-haul, could thus
immediately begin to contribute to the
defossilising process.
Today, these fuels are expensive (about
€ 2.0 / l compared to € 0.4 / l for normal jet
fuel), but all stakeholders agree that production costs will decrease significantly as
the industry gains momentum. The initial
impact on transport costs will be minimal
as long as the blend remains symbolic, at a
few percent. And in the long term, with a
100 % “blend” and a future “green” kWh
cost of € 0.05 – i.e. a PtL of around € 1 / l –
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the additional cost of a Paris-Toulouse trip
would be around ten euros, and that of a
Paris-New York trip less than a hundred
euros.

II.2. “Non-CO2” effects
These consist mainly of “contrails” (condensation trails), induced cirrus clouds
and “NOx” (nitrogen oxides generated by
the high combustion temperatures in the
engines).
Contrails are formed just behind the
aircraft by the condensation of water
vapour from fuel combustion. If the air is
dry, they dissipate quickly and their
effect is negligible. If the air is over-saturated (a fragile, unbalanced situation
which is nonetheless common at high
altitude), aircraft emissions, which at
present contain various micro-particles
(soot, etc.), act as condensation seeds
and either slightly increase the size of
the initial trails, which persist, or lead to
the formation of lasting cirrus clouds.
These very complex effects have been
the subject of an abundant scientific literature for the last 20 years, but with
disparate results. An effort is underway
in France to better quantify them
(Sorbonne Chair, IPSL + ONERA).
Induced cirrus clouds could be responsible for as great a proportion of the greenhouse effect as all the CO2 accumulated
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by aviation since its origins. The effect
increases as air traffic increases but
disappears if it stops, unlike CO2, whose
atmospheric concentration only slightly
increases with each flight but which
accumulates over a hundred years...
Two technical advances could make
contrails almost disappear:
1- avoiding the areas where they occur
based on knowledge of the weather
situation, whilst ensuring that the
greenhouse gas balance is favourable;
2- using SAFs, which are “cleaner” than
current jet-fuel as seen above and,
according to first estimates, would
produce far fewer cloud-forming condensation seeds.
NOx: The significance of nitrogen oxides in
the radiation balance comes from their own
greenhouse effect and their interaction
with other greenhouse gases. They affect
the air quality in the lower atmosphere, as
do all combustions that occur there (mainly
biomass, diesel...) and act on the chemistry
of the upper atmosphere in a complex
three-way, positive and negative game
played with ozone and methane. Given the
uncertainties that still prevail on the lasting
climatic effects of NOx emitted at altitude,
the fact that their impact is much lower than
that of CO2, and the standards that are
imposed on engine manufacturers, we do
not address the issue further here.

II.3. Defossilising strategies
The “defossilising” strategies proposed
in different parts of the world for air
transport (USA, Canada, Norway,
Germany…) are therefore essentially
based on a rapid increase in the incorporation rate of biofuels (BtL or PtL SAF) into
jet-fuel A, on the ramp-up of a new oil
industry to develop PtL-SAF (not limited by
competition with agricultural land), and on
the increasing blend of these SAFs in
aircraft, up to 100 % in 2050 or earlier as
their production costs decrease (technology and scale effect) and renewable
energy becomes available. In the USA, the
initiative comes from numerous start-ups,
with public encouragement here and there
(California). AIREG (Aviation Initiative for
Renewable Energy in Germany) brings
together many industrial, scientific, national
and regional players in Germany. And the
German government has just put in place a
well-funded roadmap with targets for the
creation of factories by 2025 and for the
obligation to gradually incorporate PtL for
domestic flights (33 % by 2030).

II.4. With what primary
energy?

The problem of green
electricity beyond air transport

A huge part of the effort to be made
between now and 2050 to “defossilise”
society is based on the availability of
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“green” (or nuclear) electricity. In France,
the Académie des Technologies has just
warned of the likelihood that planned
investments will be insufficient.
Among the different modes of transport,
certain forms of land transport (automobile,
rail) are becoming increasingly electric and
will save primary energy because the efficiency from electricity production to the
wheel is excellent.
But all those, including aviation, which have
no choice but to continue to use liquid or
gaseous fuels (SAF, diesel or gasoline,
hydrogen, methane, etc.) will require large
quantities of “green” electricity and / or
dedicated agricultural land. This applies to
heavy/long-distance road transport, intermittent public works equipment, old car fleets,
transport in remote areas and military users
(NATO’s “single fuel” policy).
For these users, from photovoltaic panel or
wind turbine to wheel or propeller, physical-chemical manufacturing processes might
be reaching excellent yields – from 60 to
90 % – but the rest is less favourable. For
SAFs, biofuels and biogas, thermal engine
yields are what they are... For hydrogen,
lique-faction and losses in storage and
various manipulations cause a large part of
the initial advantage of the sector to be lost,
although some of this is recuperated where
fuel cells can be used. In short, if savings
can be made for automobiles, for the other
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consumers of (defossilised) fuels it will be
necessary to use a little more primary energy
than the current tons of oil equivalent (TOE)
of their fossil fuels and/or significant agricultural surfaces. Example: to manufacture the
7 million tons of jet-fuel supplied in 2019 in
France would take 23 % of French electricity
production (PtL) or 8 % of the agricultural
surface (basic BtL). Multiplied by about 10
for the whole Europe (seven times the
surface of Belgium).
Orders of magnitude: A 2019 report from
DENA (German energy agency) gives some
estimates for the supply of renewable energy
in Europe. The problem is that air transport
will not be the only one vying for this energy.
The vast majority of European final energy
consumption still comes from oil and natural
gas (70 % in France, same order of
magnitude for Europe). Will savings made
with electric cars and building insulation
reduce this huge item sufficiently? One
positive point: SAF production should be
able to cope with a certain irregularity,
intrinsic to wind and photovoltaic energies,
because of its facility and durability of
storage.
These orders of magnitude indicate that the
ambition is realistic, but that investments to
be made between now and 2050 in order to
save energy and produce photovoltaic, wind
or nuclear energy are considerable, and
there is no guarantee they will be accepted
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by societies. One wonders whether the
aviation sector, to secure its position, should
not consider investing in a dedicated PtL

resource in Europe or in countries ready to
set up solar farms and factories.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
2. Without delay, set up a European industrial supply chain for synthetic
Power to Liquid (PtL) fuels using green hydrogen and CO 2 captured from
the atmosphere, supplied by renewable or nuclear energy.
3. Whilst placing the necessary emphasis on the PtL option, which appears
promising for air transport as a whole, support the exploration of other
solutions in a balanced way, taking full account of their feasibility at the
global level.
4. Pursue and boost incremental and disruptive European efforts with regard
to the energy efficiency of aircraft.
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3- OPERATORS

New technological advances open up
exciting prospects in order to meet the
climate challenge, in terms of fleet
modernisation and the development of
alternative fuels with a low carbon
footprint.
But innovations in this area will take
years, even decades, to be fully
effective, given the time required for
their development and operational
deployment within fleets in service.
Under pressure from public opinion and
the authorities, air transport cannot
afford to put off to a future date a significant reduction in its carbon footprint.
In the absence of tangible results,
operators run the risk of having coercive
measures imposed on them, such as a
ban on operating certain flights or an
obligation to reduce their level of
activity, by reducing the number of
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airport slots available to them for
example.
It is therefore up to the air transport
sector to promote credible solutions
leading to measurable results in the
short and medium term.

III.1. Airlines
Airlines operate in a highly competitive
environment and their economic
balance has always been fragile. It is
therefore natural for them to strive to
make their offer attractive (network,
timetables, fares, services, etc.) and to
control their costs, two dimensions
which condition their market share and
therefore their sustainability and
development.
In terms of costs, savings that can be
made on direct operating costs are of
secondary importance to the gains
expected from new technologies and
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new fuels. Nevertheless, they deserve
to be studied given the environmental
demands facing air transport today. The
weight of the various elements of direct
operating costs means that operating
decisions are based mainly on a tradeoff between flight time and consumed
fuel cost. This is the case, for example,
for the choice of flight speeds, cruising
levels and sometimes routes, particularly for certain intercontinental flights.
Furthermore, the concern for attractiveness and increased market share may
lead carriers to favour frequency over
capacity, to increase the number of
direct connections and to back non-stop
flights over very long distances (which
consume additional fuel to transport the
fuel needed) rather than making intermediate stops. Transport demand could
sometimes be met with a more environmentally efficient network structure.
It is important to note that the pursuit of
market share at all costs by some
low-cost airlines has led to the emergence of business models in which the
passenger ticket price does not cover
the cost of transport. These tickets,
which are in fact financed by subsidies
granted by local authorities, thus contribute to artificially increasing the
demand for transport.

Another sensitive issue for the climate
impact of air transport is the proper
understanding, when it occurs, of the
phenomenon of contrails and induced
cirrus clouds. If its impact is found to be
significant, air traffic control services
could ask airlines to avoid flying at
certain times, in certain areas and at
certain altitudes. However, the benefit
of reducing the contrail effect would
have to be shown to more than
compensate for the additional fuel
consumption and resulting increase in
CO 2 emissions caused by the change
in flight path.
In this highly competitive context, no
airline will unilaterally agree to increase
its costs in the name of environmental
obligations. It is therefore up to public
authorities and international institutions
to encourage or compel them to do so.
And yet, although certain international
traffic rights are still regulated, the
increasingly prevailing dogma is one of
overall liberalisation of air transport.
A new awareness is needed: the liberalisation of air transport may prove to be
incompatible with the climate emergency. Without returning to a fully regulated system like the one in force before
1978, it would seem necessary for
states to define and implement a new
set of rules. This should take the form
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of international regulations applicable
to all airlines operating on a given
route.

to accelerate this process. This tool
would also have the advantage of stimulating the production of such fuels.

The scale and urgency of the changes
needed requires strong mobilisation on
the part of the aviation community. An
“air transport conference” dedicated to
these issues should be organised,
under the aegis of ICAO, allowing the
193 Member States to debate and draft
a new paradigm.

Another tool often mentioned is fuel
taxation for international flights, but its
application is currently hampered by
the provisions of ICAO. Furthermore,
fuel taxation would reduce the profit
margins of airlines, thereby reducing
their financial capacity to modernise
in-service fleets, unless fares were
increased enough to dampen demand,
at the risk of turning back the clock
several decades to a time when air
transport was reserved for the economic
elite.

Among the regulatory tools to reduce
the carbon footprint of air transport, a
progressive mandate for incorporating
SAFs into fossil fuels should prove very
effective. A major effort should be made

RECOMMENDATIONS:
5. Put in place new national and international regulations that encourage
airlines to aim for significant fuel savings. The business models of airlines
which practice dumping by exploiting subsidies, leading to an artificial
increase in demand, should no longer be tolerated. These rules should be
drawn up at an air transport conference held by the ICAO.
6. Implement a much more ambitious policy focused on the progressive
incorporation of sustainable aviation fuels without waiting for the ideal PtL
to emerge. Fuel taxes should only be used as a last resort, to avoid taking
a step backwards with regard to widespread access to air transport for all.
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III.2. Air Traffic Management
(ATM) services
Extensive research is underway to
improve air navigation systems, notably
within the framework of the SESAR
programme in Europe and the NextGen
programme in the US. Gains are
expected, but they will be moderate.

However, ATM stakeholders need to be
aware that reducing fuel consumption
has become one of airlines’ key goals,
behind flight safety naturally, but on the
same level as security, punctuality or
reducing noise pollution around airports.
This new culture must be shared by all
professionals in the sector from the
training stage on.

RECOMMENDATION:
7. Concerning the training of air navigation personnel, the future ATM players:
make sure they have a clear understanding of the impact of their profession on the climate, in the same way as they are required to understand
safety, security, air traffic flows and noise pollution.

III.3. Airports
Although neither the solutions nor the
timetable are yet known, airports must
prepare for the arrival of aircraft
operating on new fuels. These could
have significant consequences on infrastructure, distribution equipment, safety
procedures, and the skills of airport
staff.
Consequently, airports must anticipate
these developments by participating in
the bodies looking into these new
energies, assessing any impact on their
infrastructure and operating methods

and estimating the resulting financing
requirements.
Furthermore, greenhouse gas
emissions within airports concern three
sectors of activity:
• aircraft ground operations, which are
already covered by the airline recommendations above;
• the operations of the airport itself,
like any other infrastructure or
industrial equipment, with the same
energy-saving recommendations;
• the transport of passengers and staff
between “city” and airport. This area
is often considered to be unrelated
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to air transport, even though it
accounts for 39 % of total airport CO 2
emissions (and even 74 % if aircraft
taxiing is excluded). It is therefore
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essential to take it into account and
to reduce the share of private cars in
terminal transport.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
8. Roll out all possible means of lowering emissions at airports, and anticipate the consequences of technological breakthroughs on the way airports
operate and the facilities they offer.
9. Develop high-quality public transport for city centre-airport connections,
with the goal of drastically reducing the proportion of private vehicles used
for those journeys.
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4- THE NEED FOR EFFECTIVE
INTERNATIONAL HARMONISATION

Air travel is by nature a fast, long
distance means of transport. It is
therefore not surprising that 70 % of air
transport is an international activity.
Historically, it has been difficult to assign
a nationality to international air services:
passengers of different nationalities may
be carried between two states on aircraft
registered in one of the two states or in a
third state, belonging to carriers registered in one of the states or in a third
state, travelling through different national
airspaces. Sovereignty issues arise, and
there are no common rules for the
operation of markets (except within
certain regions such as the European
Union). The states present at the
Chicago Conference in 1944 agreed on
technical rules to ensure the interoperability and safety of international flights.
On the other hand, they did not push
very far in terms of economic regulation
of international air transport.

T h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l C i v i l Av i a t i o n
Organisation, which emerged from the
Chicago Convention, has succeeded
very well in developing a high level of
technical regulation which makes
aviation the safest mode of transport in
the world (fewer than 1,000 victims per
year for 4.5 billion passengers), but it
has made little progress on economic
aspects. There is no freedom of access
to the market apart from bilateral diplomatic agreements defining the modalities for opening air routes between pairs
of states. Under the impetus of the US
and Europe, a strategy of liberalisation
of these agreements has been pursued
since the 1990s, but without a normative
framework at the international level.
ICAO began regulating air transport
noise over 50 years ago, beginning by
standardising noise from new aircraft. It
is now in its 6 th generation of noise
standards. This policy has reduced the
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noise footprint of aircraft around airports
by more than 70 %. Progressively, local
emissions (NOx, particles) have also
been subject to standards that are still
evolving. In 2016, CO 2 emission
standards were adopted according to
aircraft categories. In 2018, a compensation scheme for air transport emissions
called CORSIA, limiting the level of
emissions to that of 2020, was also
adopted, thus making air transport the
only economic sector with a system for
regulating its emissions at global level.
ICAO therefore has regulatory tools to
deal with environmental issues. Are they
effective? Are they sufficient?
As far as the fight against climate change
is concerned, more than twenty years
went by between the adoption of the
Kyoto Protocol, which conferred on
ICAO the task of defining the modalities
for reducing greenhouse gases from air
transport, and the decision to set up a
system for compensating for these
emissions at global level (CORSIA). In
view of the forecasts made by climatologists, this system appears to fall short of
the objective of carbon neutrality by
2050. The will to go further and faster
exists on the side of industry and certain
states. However, other states legitimately emphasise their need for
economic development, to which air
transport is a contributing factor, and
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invoke the principle of joint but differentiated responsibility recalled in particular
in the Paris Agreement. It is very clear
that this principle may come up against
another fundamental principle of ICAO
which concerns non-discrimination and
the absence of distortion of competition.
The above observation necessarily calls
for a political approach at international
level, at the same level as the Chicago
Conference in its time. For international
civil aviation, discussions on greenhouse
gas emission targets would be facilitated
if the fight against climate change were
elevated to the level of ICAO’s core principles, in keeping with the spirit of the
Paris Agreement. A diplomatic initiative
could be envisaged in the form of a
specific Conference ahead of the
Assembly of 193 States to be held in
autumn 2022.
In order for ICAO to meet the challenge
of decarbonisation, it should accelerate
the consideration of innovative technologies and the launching of the corresponding standardisation work. The
urgency of decisions to be taken appears
incompatible with usual ICAO procedures. ICAO should be invited to make
major changes to its working methods in
order to speed up the examination of
dossiers and the adoption of standards.
There are two reasons for doing so: the
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accelerated pace of technological
research and innovation on the one
hand, and the urgency of climate change
on the other which, according to IPCC
experts, requires decisions to be made
on carbon neutrality within the current
decade.
During the last ICAO Assembly (2019)
discussions took place and a resolution
was passed to establish a very high level
consultative body within which industry
and ICAO could consult on innovation
strategies. This concept was intended to
help ICAO define its priorities and
strategy. In order to achieve an ambitious

goal, ICAO has to accept this strategic
cooperation with industry. Two years
after these discussions, ICAO is setting
up a forum, the first meeting of which
took place on 29 June 2021. This is a
first step, but more needs to be done,
and faster, otherwise the technology will
evolve without an adequate regulatory
framework, as is largely the case today
with unmanned aircraft (drones) or other
flying vehicles for urban transport.
Implementation of those decarbonisation
technologies mentioned above (electricity, hydrogen, synthetic fuels) will not be
possible without regulation.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
10. Support international governance of civil aviation through strong political
leadership ahead of the 2022 ICAO Assembly, making the fight against
climate change a basic principle of the Chicago Convention. This political
decision should integrate the principle of joint yet differentiated responsibilities, thereby providing for measures to be applied in accordance with
local situations and sensitivities.
11. Have national governments adopt a long-term carbon reduction objective
for air transport at the 41st ICAO assembly to be held in Montreal in 2022.
This assembly should urge the ICAO council to take further steps towards
making the organisation’s structures and decision-making processes more
effective, to speed up the publication of new standards aimed at combating
climate change, encouraging the use of innovative technology and motivational regulation systems.
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5- WHAT AIR TRANSPORT FOR
TOMORROW’S WORLD? THE NEED
FOR A CITIZENS’ DIALOGUE

In a world that will have to adapt to new
conditions, what is the future of travel?
And consequently: what kind of aviation
do we want for tomorrow’s world? This
question looks beyond the sector’s technological breakthroughs and economic
prospects, however essential these may
be, and touches on the very essence of
how societies function in the various
countries. These are clearly issues for the
planet as a whole: air transport is inherently global, indeed it could be considered to be its raison d’être. Any narrowly
national approach to this “societal” issue
would be lead to a dead end.
It is well known that air transport shows a
tendency to evolve in proportion to GDP.
This deep-seated trend, the roots of which
have been well documented in socioeconomic terms, is not necessarily very
sensitive to a possible increase in the
price of fuel. Admittedly, although more
than 11 % of the world’s population trav-
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elled by air in 2018 (a percentage that
was growing steadily until the health
crisis), air travel is still unevenly distributed: 1 % of the world’s population are
responsible for 50 % of the sector’s CO2
emissions, due to the frequency and
distance of their trips. However, this is a
characteristic not of aviation, but of the
current development and wealth distribution of our societies. This imbalance can
be found in the environmental footprint of
humanity as a whole and must be taken
into account not at the level of one sector
in isolation (how could that be?) but in a
global manner, wherever possible.
Moreover, it should not be this very
minority who, in belated remorse, sacrifice the expectations of others for their
own redemption.
The climate emergency requires considerable efforts on the part of most sectors
of human activity, all of which, by nature,
consume energy. However, the possible
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distribution of a “carbon budget” over a
given period – for example until 2050 –
between these sectors of activity only
makes sense if we take into account the
social utility of each of these sectors, and
more precisely, the different uses to which
they are put. How to judge objectively this
social utility, which cannot be reduced to
the above statistics? This will require
collective reflection, including both objective data and qualitative choices.
For its part, the social utility of aviation
considered overall is, to say the least, significant: movement of people, knowledge
of the world (even imperfect, with certain
aspects open to criticism) are important
elements in the development of oneself
and the qualitative development of
humanity. Moreover, the dream of travel is
rooted in the human heart; it should not
be torn from it. And while 11 % of humans
flew in 2018, how many have never done
so, and how many aspire to do so? In
developing countries, flying is still an
event. The ecological requirement cannot
be translated into a de facto closing of
borders (in the human sense of the term)
by giving up travel, thereby risking a dangerous isolationism. As stated in the
preamble to the Chicago Convention
which led to the creation of ICAO in 1944,
civil aviation “can greatly help to create
and preserve friendship and understand-

ing among the nations and peoples of the
world”.
Moreover, the peoples of Asia and Africa,
in particular, are in vital need of air transport development. For many of them, in
vast spaces or islands, air travel is more
economical and environmentally friendly
than building heavy infrastructures on the
ground, and is indeed sometimes the only
possible solution. We must also consider
all the human exchanges that take place,
not only through tourism – which has
become perhaps the most visible part of
air transport, essential to many economies – but also through university
exchanges, the periodic return of expatriates and migrants to their countries of
origin, family visits, etc.
This does not mean that unlimited growth
is desirable, or indeed possible. The
implementation of technological solutions, even the apparently most efficient
one of “defossilised” fuels recommended
above, will take time and will in any case
consume green primary energy that will
have to be shared with many other uses,
leading to a more sober way of life in all
areas. This optimistic technical perspective does not, therefore, dispense with the
need to reflect on uses, in the field of
aviation as in all other fields. The virtual
contacts that have been widely developed
during the health crisis will continue in
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part. For its part, “mass tourism” will
sooner or later reach quasi-physical
limits, and this will have repercussions on
air transport (and others).
So we need to look at how to fly better.
For some this may mean flying less
(especially in a world where virtual
contacts will become more important), for
others... flying at last. A differentiated
approach is needed according to levels of
development, and also according to types
of use. The social utility of aviation is not
evenly spread and does not exist in a
vacuum: it can only be understood in
relation to all human activities.
The standoff that too often prevails
between representatives of the industry in
general (including air transport) and
societal movements, or even between
generations, must be remedied.
This must be done sensibly, avoiding
ill-considered promises that undermine
confidence; favouring documented, lucid
reflection on all levels – scientific, technical, economic, sociological, in short political – rather than the suspicious subjectivity that pollutes the current debate; taking
well-considered, joint decisions rather
than moralist injunctions dogmatically
addressed to the individual which have, in
recent times, targeted aviation out of all
proportion. Reasonable optimism, based
on the medium-term availability of demon-
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strable technical solutions, should prevail
over the temptation to denigrate. For this
to come about, the institutional communication of the air industry should also be
improved and deepened, avoiding superficial propaganda and taking into account
the expectations of the new generations.
The Air and Space Academy will also
work towards the climate and energy
issue being introduced into university curricula leading to careers in aviation, as
well as supporting the proposal of more
end-of-study work by industry on this vast
theme and especially on possible
solutions.
What kind of world – more efficient, more
sober – do we want to live in? And what
place should aviation have within this
world? What coherent path do we want to
follow to get there, and in what stages?
By what means, other than an indiscriminate increase in the cost of activities such
as travel, can we achieve this sobriety,
taking into account, among other things,
the social utility of each category of
action? We need to draw up an innovative
perspective, not only from a technical
point of view, but also in terms of uses
and society. We must be able to describe
and organise it collectively.
This starts with listening to each other.
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RECOMMENDATION:
12. In the form of a European forum on aviation uses, provide a springboard
for dialogue between citizens, industry stakeholders, environmental
movements and public authorities, with a strong focus on the younger
generations, with the goal of constructing a shared vision of the social
utility of air transport in its different forms, and developing an understanding
of the ways in which we can progressively reduce the industry’s carbon
footprint, in line with other human activities. This forum, which needs to be
linked to political action, could be taken up by one of the European
institutions – the Parliament, for example.
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